The current Library exhibit, **Women's History Month Goes to the Movies** celebrates Women’s History Month. View the exhibit on the easels near the front of the Library. There is a computer playing movie trailers. The electronic versions of Library exhibits are here: [http://www.ccc.edu/colleges/malcolm-x/departments/Pages/Library-system-Exhibits.aspx](http://www.ccc.edu/colleges/malcolm-x/departments/Pages/Library-system-Exhibits.aspx).

Just in time for Women’s History Month, The Library of Congress released a digital collection of more than 200 pieces of sheet music spanning the years 1838-1923. **Women’s Suffrage in Sheet Music** includes pieces that highlight women’s emerging voices, suffrage efforts, and anti-suffrage songs. The collection includes published rally songs and songsters written and compiled by notable composers and suffragists, as well as music manuscripts submitted for copyright deposit by everyday citizens. Popular music of the era echoed pro and anti-suffrage sentiments of the day with specific references to the movement.

**Featured Database of the Month**

**CQ Researcher** – Covers popular and controversial issues of the day with footnoted full text. The bibliographic footnotes include links to the reference article. The fact-checked articles include insights, historical background, biographies, and resources for additional research on many sides of the issues written by experienced journalists. This resource includes access to the full text of all articles published since 1983. Graphics, photos and short "sidebar" features round out the reports. Shorter "Hot Topics" articles provide a solid introduction to subjects most in demand by students. A topic-browsing feature helpful for students in search of a topic for a paper.

**Visit The Library Online and in Person**

The final winner of the Library trivia challenge was Jameelah Hargrove. Here she is standing in front of the circulation desk.

The February issue of **News You Can Use** had a link to the Library Home Page [http://ccc.edu/mxlibrary](http://ccc.edu/mxlibrary). There are two new files accessible from the Home Page under Learn More: Copyright Basics and a link to previous issues of this publication.

The Library is gathering materials to show off faculty achievements. We have a page accessed via the Library home page ([http://ccc.edu/mxlibrary](http://ccc.edu/mxlibrary)). Articles may be in any discipline and do need to be related to what you teach. This is an ongoing project, please send full articles in Word or PDF format and/or links throughout the year directly to Daniel Stuhlman (dstuhlman@ccc.edu) in the Library.